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1. Introduction
Indoor object localization system has becomemore andmore important in various fields these
days. For example, people not only feel stress but also waste precious time when they cannot
find what they want in the expected place. If we can provide people with information about
the object location, people will save lots of time and lead a comfortable daily life. Furthermore,
if we can detect object movement and estimate object location online, we will be able to
know life patterns of people by analyzing the behavior of objects in everyday life. Efficient
online object localization system should be able to identify the object a user wants and to
determine its location. In our work, we focus on object’s "location" in the environment (e.g.
Table, Bed, Sofa, etc.) instead of object’s 3-dimensional "position", because we think the only
object location is sufficient to achieve our application. Various technologies have been used
to construct such systems up-to-date, but most of them have difficulty in recognition of the
objects.
Against this problem, many studies have focused on radio frequency identification (RFID)
technology due to its strong identification ability(Hightower et al., 2000; Mori et al., 2007;
2005; Ni et al., 2004; Shih et al., 2006). In general, RFID system is composed of two devices:
1) RF readers and 2) RFID tags. Data including RFID tags’ identification information are
communicated between RF readers and RFID tags via RF signals, which can be transmitted
even if obstacles stand between RF readers and RFID tags. At this point, RFID technology is
superior to other technologies such as camera vision in identifying objects. Another important
characteristic of RFID technology is that signal strength indicator received by RF readers,
which we call RSSI, has a certain dependency on the distance between RFID tags and RF
readers. This relationship can suggest us an effective clue to estimate the distance from each
RF reader to the target RFID tag(Hightower et al., 2000).
RFID technology can be divided into two types depending on the mechanism of data
transmission: 1) Passive RFID and 2) Active RFID. The main difference of these two RFID
systems is the way of data transmission. Because passive RFID tags do not contain any
batteries inside them, they utilize the power of passive readers to activate themselves. As
a result, the data transmission range is short, 1 meter at best. In contrast, because active RFID
tags contain batteries inside themselves, they utilize their own power for data transmission.
Consequently, the data transmission range of active RFID is much longer than that of passive
one, some active RFID systems can achieve data transmission range up to 100 meters.
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We adopt active RFID instead of passive one as our key technology for the following reasons.
One reason is its long transmission range. Since we aim to develop an indoor object
localization method, long transmission range is more convenient than short one. Another
reason is the number of RF readers required for object localization. As the transmission range
of active RFID is much longer than that of passive RFID, the required number of RF readers
is much less than that of passive ones. This advantage of active RFID plays a great role in
reducing the total introduction cost of the system. The other reason is for the potential of
active RFID tag. One remarkable characteristic of active RFID tag compared with passive one
is that active RFID tag can attach sensors inside. In fact, every active RFID tag, which we
used in our work, contains a vibration sensor to detect object motion. It is certain that users
have to exchange battery of active RFID tags regularly in about one year or so. However, the
battery itself is inexpensive and the benefits provided by the system are much greater than the
exertion spared for the exchange. Also, rapid technology progress will definitely expand the
battery life in the near future.
Several researchers have focused on developing indoor localization methods based on active
RFID up-to-date(Hightower et al., 2000; Ni et al., 2004; Shih et al., 2006; yao Jin et al., 2006;
Zhao et al., 2007). For example, Hightower et al. (2000) applied triangulation algorithm to the
SSIs received by several RF readers to estimate the 3-dimensional position of tag indoors. This
estimationmethodworkswell under the condition that few obstacles exist in the environment,
however it fails to localize objects once too often in the environment where various obstacles
exist like actual human living space. The main reason for the failures is that received SSI,
which we call RSSI, is quite sensitive to environmental factors such as the presence and the
location of people and furniture because the radio waves are weak against those factors.
To reduce the environmental influences on RSSI, some researches introduced the concept of
reference tags as an indicator of object position(Ni et al., 2004; Shih et al., 2006). It is certain that
reference tags are useful for reducing the influences on RSSI to a certain extent, still it cannot
be evaluated as the perfect solution to indoor object localization. In those researches, the
authors also conducted some experiments in the environment where obstacles exist to show
the robustness of their methods. However, the complexity of their experimental environment
is far from that of our target environment. Human living space is full of various obstacles not
only static ones such as furniture, but also dynamic ones such as human beings. To estimate
object location robustly in such an environment, we have to confront with more difficult
problems than those researches.
To improve the robustness of object localization, our previous work(Mori et al., 2007) focused
on the idea that any objects’ movements were connected with human behavior. In other
words, human position in the environment would be an important clue in estimating object
location. Therefore, we introduced a kind of position sensors underneath the floor in the
previous work, whichwe call floor sensors, so as to detect human position in the environment.
As a result, floor sensors played an effective role in detecting human position, however,
some challenges still remained unsolved, such as the number of sensors required for human
localization. To achieve high-resolution human localization, the position sensors need to cover
the whole area of the environment. As a matter of fact, 356 position sensors were embedded
in the environment. Because each position sensor is not cheap, to cover the whole area costs a
great deal. In addition, it is troublesome to repair those position sensors in case of breakdown.
To reduce the cost and maintenance burden caused by floor sensors, we have combined
active RFID technology with various types of switch sensors. The main advantage of these
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sensors against floor sensors is that they are inexpensive and easy to install into any kinds
of environment. In addition, because these sensors are generally used for human monitoring
and crime prevention nowadays, it is quite natural to have these sensors embedded in human
living space. Substitution of simple sensors for floor sensors makes it difficult to detect human
position accurately in the environment, which will cause a decline in estimation accuracy of
object location. To solve this problem, we use an integrated algorithm in compensation for the
lack of human position information. By taking this approach, we have proposed a method for
indoor object location estimation based on active RFID and simple environment-embedded
sensors, which achieves sufficient accuracy even without using any costly sensors designed
for detecting human position.
2. Hardware composition
In this section, we introduce our active RFID system and various sensors embedded in our
experiment environment.
2.1 Active RFIS system
In our research, we adopted Spider V Active RFID System (Fig. 1) produced by RF Code as the
key technology for the following two reasons.
• Capability of measuring received signal strength indicator (RSSI) between a tag and reader
• Vibration sensor attachment on each Active RFID tag
(a) RF Reader (b) RFID Tag
Fig. 1. Spider V Active RFID System
The specifications of the RF reader and the RFID tag are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.
Item Specification
Operating Temperature −20 ◦C to +70 ◦C
Read Range Over 10m
Dimensions 127mm × 130mm × 40mm
Operating frequency 303.8MHz
Table 1. Specifications of Spider V Active RFID Reader
2.2 Environment-embedded sensors
Sensing Room(Mori et al., 2006) is a typical residential environment embedded with various
types of sensors in different spots such as high resolution pressure sensors under the floor,
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Item Specification
Battery type Replaceable coin cell (CR2032)
Battery life Up to 3 years
Operating Temperature −20 ◦C to +70 ◦C
Weight 20g
Dimensions 60mm × 30mm × 10mm
Operating frequency 303.8MHz
Group code & tag ID code Over 1 trillion IDs
Signal transmission period 1 sec
Table 2. Specifications of Spider V Active RFID Tag
and micro switch sensors in a cabinet and a refrigerator. Retrieved from these sensors, the
data are accumulated into the database system and then used to learn users’ behavior pattern
in a daily life to provide themwith appropriate supports. Figure 2 shows the overview picture
of Sensing Room and its sensor modules. The following sections will describe each sensor
module’s structure in details.
Bed Module
(221 Pressure Sensors)
ToasterModule
(1 Switch Sensor )
Microwave Module
(1 Switch Sensor)
Refrigerator Module
(1 Switch Sensor)
Sofa Module
(4 Pressure Sensors)
Drawers Module
(10 Switch Sensors)
Table Module
(4 Pressure Sensors)
Door Module
(1 Switch Sensor)
Floor Module 1
(252 Pressure Sensors)
Floor Module 2
(104 Pressure Sensors)
Fig. 2. Experiment Environment (Sensing Room)
• Floor Sensor Module
Sensing Room’s floor is embedded with a number of high resolution pressure sensors
underneath. By analyzing the pressure values obtained from these sensors, the locations
of persons in the room can be estimated. The arrangement of pressure sensing units and
screenshots taken during the execution time of floor sensormonitor program are illustrated
in Fig. 3.
In floor sensor module, a Force Sensing Register (FSR) manufactured by INTERLINK co.
is used as a basic pressure sensing element. FSR is a pressure-sensitive resistor that has
a characteristic of changing its resistance value when a load is charged on its surface.
This characteristic is utilized to detect person’s weight charging on the floor. Floor sensor
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Fig. 3. Floor Sensor Module
module has 356 pieces of FSR in total embedded under a large number of 200mm x 200mm
veneer tiles spread thorough the floor.
Firstly all pressure values are retrieved from each FSR; these data are analyzed to
derive a pressure load distribution on the floor. Next, a labeling process will be
taken on the retrieved pressure value data that exceed a determined threshold value to
compute approximate weight and the CG (Center of Gravity) point of a load distribution
corresponding to each labeling area. This process will produce the output as pairs of (x,
y) coordinates corresponding to estimation result of a user’s location in the room. Because
the interval between FSRs is 200mm, the resolution of location estimation is also 200mm
at best. Sensor data sampling rate of floor module is 10 Hz, a sufficient speed to track a
person’s location smoothly in a daily situation.
• Switch Sensor Module
Our switch sensor module utilizes a number of micro typed switch sensors equipped
to a cabinet, a toaster, a microwave, and a refrigerator to detect a cabinet drawers’, a
toaster door’s, a microwave door’s, and a refrigerator doors’ open-closed state. Ten
micro switches are embedded to each drawer of a cabinet, while two are equipped to
the refrigerator, one to the toaster, and one to the microwave oven. Same as floor sensor
module, the switch sensor data’s sampling rate is 10 Hz. Although we did not target those
locations in the evaluation experiment, switch sensor module can be used for locating
objects in the locations where RFID signal is not accessible such as “in the cabinet drawer”
or “in the refrigerator”.
• Table Sensor Module
223se of Active RFID a d Enviro ment-Em dded Sensors for Indoor Object Location Estimation
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Table sensor module measures weight on it with pressure sensors embedded at its four
corners. As well as floor sensor module and switch sensor module, the sampling rate of
table sensor module is also 10 Hz. By analyzing the reaction of the acquired sensor data,
the system can detect the moment smoothly that an object is placed on the table or the
moment that an object is taken from the table.
• Sofa Sensor Module
Sofa sensor module has the same structure as table sensor, which has four pressure sensors
embedded at its four corners. The sampling rate of sofa sensor module is also the same as
other sensors, which is 10 Hz. Analyzing the reaction of the acquired sensor data provides
the systemwith the information such as human is sitting on the sofa or humanmoves from
the sofa.
3. Location estimation methods
To provide a robust object localization method in residential environment, we integrate the
following two approaches in our research: 1) RSSI-based Localization and 2) Sensor-based
Localization. RSSI-based Localization regards plural received signal strength indicators
(RSSIs) as a unique RSSI pattern to classify into particular object location. Whereas,
sensor-based localization estimates possible location candidates based on the information
about human behavior and location detected with various sensors. We describe each
estimation approach in the following part, and then we demonstrate how to integrate these
two approaches into one localization method.
3.1 Location estimation based on RSSI
As mentioned above, RSSI has a certain dependency on the distance between RF readers and
RFID tags, which is shown in Fig. 4. According to Fig. 4 however, the dependency does not
demonstrate linear relationship due to the nature of RSSI and environmental noises such as
furniture. Still, RSSI does not change dramatic unless the layout of the environment changes
dramatically. In other words, RSSI shows rather constant value under static environmental
condition. Therefore, we attempt to use plural RSSIs instead of single RSSI in order to provide
a reliable location indicator.
Based on the idea described above, several RF readers are installed at different spots in the
environment. Because active RFID shows long data transmission range, only five RF readers
are sufficient to cover the whole area of the environment. By attaching an RFID tag to each
object, these RF readers can receive RF signals fromRFID tags, whichmeans there are the same
number of clues to estimate the distance between the object and the surrounded RF readers.
Pattern recognition approach regards these location clues as one pattern and determines the
object’s location by comparing the acquired pattern with typical patterns of each supposed
object location.
In our work, we adopted three kinds of pattern recognition methods such as k-nearest
neighbor (KNN)(Cover & Hart, 1967), distance-weighted k-nearest neighbor (DKNN)(Pao
et al., 2008), and three-layered neural network (NN)(Shimodaira, 1994) algorithms. The main
reason for these choices is the high flexibility in dealing with multidimensional data. In
addition, KNN and DKNN algorithms in particular are strong at pattern discrimination of
high dimensional data within short processing time.
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Fig. 4. Dependency of RSSI on Distance
In general, pattern recognition process can be divided into three phases: 1) Preparation Phase,
2) Learning Phase, and 3) Classification Phase. In preparation phase, the system needs a
learning database including representative training datasets of each class. Then, in learning
phase, the system determines some parameters required to discriminate each class from
others. Lastly, in classification phase, the system compares input data with training datasets
in the learning database and determines the most similar class according to the defined degree
of similarity.
In KNN algorithm, for example, the pattern recognition process is demonstrated as Fig. 5.
The first step when the target object is placed at unknown place, is to collect SSIs transmitted
from the tag attached with target object and received by several RF readers. In the Fig. 5,
we supposed five RF readers in the environment. We can regard this five SSIs, which we
call data set, as one pattern of SSI. Next step is to compare the pattern with training data set
stored in learning database. In learning database, we have sufficient data sets, which store
both SSI pattern and object location, which is called class, as one set. What we explained
so far is common process about pattern recognition. The unique process to KNN is called
voting process which we will mention below. In KNN algorithm, we used euclid distance
as an indicator represents the similarity between one data set pattern and another. In other
words, the smaller the euclid distance is, the more similar the data sets are. We calculated the
euclid distance between the new data set and every data set stored in learning database and
sorted the training data set in increasing order. Then we choose ’k’ data sets from the top of
the sorted learning database. What we call voting process is to determine object location by
counting the number of locations contained in the selected data sets and choosing the most
one as estimated result.
Our learning database is constructed as follows. RFID tags are placed at each supposed object
location to acquire RSSIs between surrounding RF readers with themselves. The typical scene
of RSSI calibration is shown in Fig. 6. Thus, RSSI calibration is conducted at 13 locations with
five RF readers installed in the environment, which is shown in Fig. 7. As 1420 datasets are
acquired at each object location, the total number of datasets saves into the learning database
is;
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   RSSIs from 
Unknown Place
SSI received by Reader1 = 80
SSI received by Reader2 = 81
SSI received by Reader3 = 72
SSI received by Reader4 = 73
SSI received by Reader5 = 80
Unknown Input Data
*RSSI: Received Signal Strength Indicator
Estimation Based on KNN ( K = 5 )
1.RSSI=[80,79,72,74,80] Class:DeskCabinet
2.RSSI=[82,78,76,70,79] Class:Table
3.RSSI=[81,80,74,75,79] Class:DeskCabinet
4.RSSI=[76,78,76,72,77] Class:Bed
5.RSSI=[82,77,74,70,79] Class:DeskCabinet
Voting Process
Estimated Location:
         DeskCabinet
Learning Database
RSSI=[0,91,0,74,0]    Class:Sink
RSSI=[70,68,70,58,57] Class:Fridge
RSSI=[80,72,78,69,0]  Class:Cabinet
...................................
...................................
Training Data
Choose the top 5
training data from
the sorted database based 
on euclid distance
Fig. 5. Location Estimation Based on KNN
13(locations)× 1420(datasets/location) = 18460(datasets) (1)
The time required for conducting the whole RSSI calibration is about 13 minutes since our
system can collect RSSIs from 24 RFID tags at the same time in one second.
Fig. 6. RSSI Calibration at Table
Based on this learning database, we conducted a cross validation to evaluate the effectiveness
of our pattern recognition approach. In the cross validation, the whole learning database is
divided into two parts, one is called testing dataset, and the other is called training dataset.
A testing dataset consists of one RSSI dataset from every object location in the environment,
whereas, a training dataset consists of the rest part of the learning database. After the first
evaluation, another testing dataset composed of the next 13 RSSI datasets from every object
location will be chose for evaluation. Thus, 1420 times of evaluation are conducted in total.
The estimation performance based on KNN algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 8.
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Sink
Fridge
Cabinet
Door
ShoesBox
KitchenCabinet
Bed
Table
Sofa
Shelf
StereoShelf
DeskCabinet
Desk
TVShelf
X
Y
O
Chair
Experiment Environment
Active RFID Reader
1 2 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Fig. 7. Supposed Object Locations and RF Readers
Best Accuracy
Fig. 8. Location Estimation Performance by KNN Algorithm
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According to Fig. 8, the pattern recognition approach works effectively in discriminating
each class from others, although there is slight dispersion in estimation performance between
different k values.
3.2 Location estimation based on object motion and human behavior
Another approach to improve object localization performance is to make the best use of
sensing information. As mentioned before, several kinds of sensors are used in our work.
Vibration sensors attached inside RFID tags are supposed to provide the system with the
information about object motion state, whereas, sensors embedded in the environment are
supposed to provide the information about human behavior and location.
It is important to perceive the moment that an object is placed for estimating its location with
sensors in the environment effectively. The vibration sensor on each RFID tag offers a great
solution to meet this requirement by detecting object motion state. However, to integrate the
vibration sensors into our system needs another problem to be solved.
Generally, active RFID tags are produced under the following policies, 1) saving the battery,
2) miniaturizing the size, and 3) cutting down the cost. To follow these policies, the frequency
of data transmission and the performance of vibration sensor inside are set up to be low.
These restrictions cause some significant problems. For example, the system cannot detect the
moment that object motion state changes in real-time because vibration sensor data requires a
moment, which is the sampling rate, to convey its reaction to the system. In addition, vibration
sensor often fails to detect object motion in the case that the movement is faint. However,
object motion detected with vibration sensor is considered as the most important information
in our system because the system uses vibration information to determine the timing to
estimate object location. To deal with the time delay between actual object movement and
vibration detection, we stagger a few seconds in our algorithm to estimate the exact moment
that an object starts to move.
The concrete location estimation algorithm based on environment-embedded sensors and
vibration sensor is constructed as follows. Our system can estimate the following three cases
individually online by combining detected reaction of each sensor. a) Object is put on and
taken away from a table. b) Object is put on and taken away from a sofa. c) Object is put into
and taken out of a drawer. That is to say, as long as the movement of object is concerned about
the area where we installed embedded sensors, we can estimate its behavior. To be concrete,
our system can detect not only the final location where object is placed, but also the state of
object in starting and quitting movement. The system estimates the two kinds of object state
as follows.
3.2.1 Estimation of movement start
In this section, we describe an algorithm to detect the start of object movement and to estimate
the original location from which object begins to move. On the occasion of estimation, we
assume that target object is in a still state before the system receives any change of sensor
state.
1. Check the state of environment-embedded sensors
According to the embedded sensors. if an object starts to move from a place where sensors
are installed, the system can detect the exact moment with the related sensors. Even if the
object moves from a place where no sensors are installed, the system can also recognize the
moment by referring to the reaction of the vibration sensor and other embedded sensors.
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2. Check the state of vibration sensor
If a vibration sensor also reacts soon after the embedded sensor reaction, the system
estimates that object movement should have something to do with the sensor-embedded
place. In other words, the object is very likely to be moved from that place.
3. Recheck the state of environment-embedded sensors
After the vibration sensor reaction, if the system receives the reaction of the same
embedded sensor, it indicates that the object must be moved from the place.
To make the general rules mentioned above clearer, we pick up a typical scene to demonstrate
the estimation rules in Fig. 9. Figure 9 shows the scene that an object is moved from the table.
Firstly, the system can detect the state that something is on the table by checking the reaction
existence of the table sensor. Secondary, when the object moves, the vibration sensor reaction
will inform us of the timing of motion start. If the object does move from the table, the change
of table sensor data will indicate the strong relativity of the object and the table. Thus, the
system can estimate the object has been moved from the table in good possibility.
Table Sensor Reaction1
if  ON ---> ON
2 Vibration Sensor Reaction
if  OFF ---> ON
3 Table Sensor Reaction
if  ON ---> OFF
object is moved from the table
Estimation:
Fig. 9. Sample of Movement Start Estimation
Whereas, the process of object location estimation based on sensors is described as follows.
3.2.2 Estimation of movement end
In this process, we describe an algorithm to detect the end of object movement and to estimate
the final location where the object is placed. The system estimates the object location on the
assumption that target object has been moving until the vibration sensor reaction disappears.
1. Receive the change of state of environment-embedded sensors
If the system receives the reaction of environment-embedded sensor on the condition that
the object is in the moving state, it will suggest that the object is close to the place where the
sensor is embedded because of the presupposition that only one user is in the environment.
2. Check the change of state in vibration sensor
The phenomenon that vibration sensor’s reaction vanishes under the condition of the
embedded sensor being active indicates the high relativity between the object and the place
where the sensor is embedded.
229se of Active RFID a d Enviro ment-Em dded Sensors for Indoor Object Location Estimation
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3. Recheck the state of environment-embedded sensors
The second time reaction after the vibration sensor becomes inactive allows us to
determine that the object is placed on the place.
To make the general rules mentioned above clearer, we pick up a typical scene to demonstrate
the estimation rules in Fig. 10. Figure 10 shows the scene that an object is placed in a drawer of
a cabinet. Firstly, the system will receive a reaction from the related switch sensor in addition
to the continuous reaction from the vibration sensor on the RFID tag, which means the user
opens the drawer with the object gripped in his or her hand. Soon after that, if the reaction
of the vibration sensor disappears, the possibility of the object being put into the drawer
suddenly increases. However, this does not give the confirmation because the location where
the object is placed might have no relationship with the drawer at all. Still, if the system
receives another reaction from the same switch sensor before long the vibration sensor’s
reaction vanishes, the connection between the object’s location and the drawer becomes even
deeper than ever.
1 Switch Sensor Reaction
2 Vibration Sensor Reaction
if  OFF ---> ON
if  OFF ---> ON
if  ON ---> OFF
object is placed into the Cabinet
Estimation:
3 Switch Sensor Reaction
Fig. 10. Sample of Movement End Estimation
In this way, the system estimates the motion and the location of the object by combining
the information from vibration sensor and environment-embedded sensors. The concept
of the algorithm is easy to follow, but we have to overcome some difficulties to make the
estimation algorithm work well. One of the difficulties is to deal with the time delay caused
by limited sampling rate, which we used to collect sensor data. For example, an object must
have moved before the reaction of the vibration sensor and must have been placed before
the reaction disappeared from the system. We estimate the length of time delay from actual
experiments and conquer the difficulty by taking the time lag into consideration in estimating
object motion.
Another difficulty about the vibration sensor is that sometimes it does not work well. For
example, if an object is moved roughly, vibration sensor will keep reacting throughout the
movement, however, if an object is moved silently, the vibration reaction will sometimes
disappear. This means that the system should not expect continuous vibration reaction
during the object movement. Therefore, we defined a time interval to estimate the state of
object movement more accurately. If the period from the last reaction of vibration sensor is
within that interval, the system still regards the object as moving. Because the length of that
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time interval depends on the way a user moves object, we decide the parameter from actual
experiments.
Although the solution mentioned above works well in estimating object motion, it also has
a problem in other aspect. That solution makes it difficult to decide the timing when an
object is moved or when an object is placed in real-time because the system has to wait
for the time interval to make the decision. It matters when we combine the reaction of a
vibration sensor with those of environment-embedded sensors to estimate where the object
is placed. According to the estimation algorithm mentioned above, the real-time detection of
the object being placed is essential in determining the final location of the object. However,
the information that object is placed will be clarified for the first time a few seconds later after
the actual point in time. Toward this problem, the system saves a series of sensor reactions
into a temporary buffer and applies the proposed estimation rules to those data after the state
of object motion fixes. The weakness of this solution is that the system cannot estimate object
location in real-time. However, we can know the correct time about the object being placed
from the object movement history into which the system stores the object estimation results
every sampling rate. In case that the system cannot estimate object location in real-time, it
saves the estimated result until the state of object is settled.
3.3 Integration method
So far we explained two estimation algorithms, one is based on pattern recognition, the other
is based on sensing technology. Each approach has its own strength and weakness. In our
work, as we have mentioned, we integrated these two approaches into one estimation method
as shown in Fig. 11. First, the algorithm processes the data from the vibration sensor and
embedded sensors to decide whether the target object is in the sensor-embedded area or
not(Case 1 in Fig. 11). If the object is in the area, the system uses the data from the vibration
sensor and embedded sensors (except for the floor sensor) for the estimation. If the object is
not in the area, the algorithm estimates the candidates for object location by using the human
position and object motion detected with floor and vibration sensors. In this case, the system
determines the most probable object location by integrating the locations estimated on the
basis of the RSSI data with those estimated on the basis of the human position data.
Learning Database
Estimation based on        
        RSSI Data
 Estimation based on  
    Human Position
Integration
  Estimation based on
Environment-embedded
       Sensor Data
 Estimation
1. Cabinet6
2. Cabinet6
3. Cabinet6
 Estimation
1. Cabinet6
2. Sink
3. Table
Estimated Object 
Save to Database
Object Location History Database
  [Object]   [Location]
Nail Clipper   Cabinet7
    Mug            Sink
     Toy            Sofa
    :            :
    :            :
Table Sensor Data
Sofa Sensor Data
Switch Sensor Data
RSSI Data
Floor Sensor Data
Estimation
1. Sink
2. Table
3. Cabinet
Estimation
- Fridge
- Sink
- Bed
Vibration Sensor 
C
a
s
e
 1
C
a
s
e
 2
Fig. 11. Object Localization Algorithm
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4. Experiments
In this section, we describe the design of our experiments to evaluate the proposed system
effectively and the conditions which we used throughout the experiments.
4.1 Experimental design
To evaluate our estimation algorithm from different aspects, various experiments were
conducted based on different conditions. First, we conducted exactly the same experiment
as many times as the number of pattern recognition methods used in our research, which are
k-nearest neighbor (KNN), distance-weighted k-nearest neighbor (DKNN), and three-layered
neural network (NN). The purpose is to examine the effect of each method on the estimation
performance. In general, classification performance highly depends on the parameters used
in each pattern recognition algorithm. For example, the performance of KNN or DKNN is
dependent on parameters such as the value of k, whereas the performance of neural network
depends on parameters such as the number of nodes in hidden layer. In our experiments,
various combination of parameters were examined to find out the best one that presents the
highest estimation performance.
Besides, we divided experiment conditions into three types, 1) Estimation only based on RSSI
data, 2) Estimation based on RSSI data and sensor data that contains floor sensor data, and
3) Estimation based on RSSI data and sensor data except for floor sensor data. This division
enables us to evaluate not only the efficiency of estimation based on RSSI, but the effectiveness
of our proposed integration of estimation algorithm.
4.2 Experimental conditions
Our experimental conditions are listed in Fig. 12. As introduced before, Sensing Room, shown
at the left part of Fig. 12, was our test environment. Throughout the experiments, four objects,
shown at the top left part of Fig. 12, were selected as typical daily objects, which were a
nail clipper, a mug, a coffee mill, and a stuffed animal. On each object, an active RFID tag
including a vibration sensor was attached. Also we assumed 13 locations where objects would
be placed and five readers installed at different places. For pattern recognition, we constructed
a learning database with about 18,000 data sets stored in it. In more detail, the same amount
of RSSI datasets of each location of the labeled 13 locations were stored as training datasets.
In the experiment, a participant leaded a typical daily life using four objects with active
RFID tags attached shown in Fig. 13. The system was supposed to estimate the location
of each object every sampling frame. The total number of targeted frames was 2520. To
provide the localization performance through a sequence of daily activity, we defined the
ratio of the number of correctly estimated frames to the total number of targeted frames
as the performance metric (Eq.2). In this case, "correct frame" means the frame that both
identification and localization succeeded. Furthermore, throughout the experiment, we only
adopted first location candidate and ignored the second and third location candidates in order
to provide a more reliable indicator of object localization.
Accuracy[%] =
CorrectNumbero f Frames
TotalNumbero f Frames
(2)
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Fig. 12. Experiment Conditions
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Fig. 13. Experiment Scenes
4.3 Results and discussion
We classified the estimation results by the pattern recognitionmethod used for the localization
and by the types of information used for the estimation, as shown in Table 3. There was
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(Data from floor, table, sofa, switch, and vibration sensors)
RSSI Data Only RSSI and Sensor Data RSSI and Sensor Data (w/o Floor Sensor)
KNN 50.2% 97.0% 95.3%
DKNN 49.6% 97.0% 95.3%
3-layered NN 22.0% 98.6% 90.6%
Table 3. Location Estimation Results (Only first location candidate is allowed)
(Data from floor, table, sofa, switch, and vibration sensors)
RSSI Data Only RSSI and Sensor Data RSSI and Sensor Data (w/o Floor Sensor)
KNN 60.3% 100.0% 95.3%
DKNN 61.2% 100.0% 95.3%
3-layered NN 36.5% 100.0% 92.6%
Table 4. Location Estimation Results (Up to third location candidate is allowed)
little difference in the results among the pattern recognition method used: KNN, DKNN,
and three-layered NN algorithm. There was a substantial difference in the results among
the pattern recognition methods used for the estimation. Localization accuracy with only
RSSI of the active RFID was 50% at best, whereas when we combined these two approaches
followed our proposed estimation algorithm, the accuracy reached 97.0% regardless of the
pattern recognition method. With the three-layered NN algorithm, it reached 98.6% at best.
Although we used floor sensors for the estimation in the best case, the system still recorded
95.3% even without floor sensors as shown in the table.
The results shown in Table.3 suggest two things in particular. One is that the pattern
recognition method used has little effect on the location estimation accuracy. Although we
used three kinds of methods such as k-nearest neighbor (KNN), distance-weighted k-nearest
neighbor (DKNN), and three-layered neural network (NN), none of them achieved sufficient
accuracy in object localization. The main cause of estimation mistakes we suppose is that the
object location is far from all the RF readers. As the radio wave is sensitive to environmental
noises, the further the distance between tag and reader is, the more unreliable RSSI becomes.
The other thing which we noticed from the results is that the lack of estimation accuracy
caused by not using floor sensor data can be approximately compensated for by using the
proposed algorithms and other simple sensors instead of floor sensors. Although floor sensors
can detect human position accurately, they are costly and require complicated maintenance.
To reduce the cost and maintenance burden, we estimated object location by using only the
RSSI data and data from other simple sensors (table, sofa, and switch sensors). The results
indicate that data from a combination of these sensors can achieve accuracy almost equal to
that of using floor sensors.
To make a comparison, we conducted another experiment using exactly the same data as the
previous experiment. In this case, not only the first location candidate but also the second and
the third location candidates were counted. The result is shown in Table 4.
The result shown in Table 4 indicates that the estimation performance does not make a big
difference between single location candidate and plural location candidates. Of course, when
we allow the second and the third location candidates, the estimation performance improves
to some extent. However the improvement is too slight to make a significant impact on the
estimation performance of our system.
Although we conducted all the experiments in Sensing Room, our object location estimation
method does not rely on either the experimental environment or the kinds of sensors. That is
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to say, our method can work well in any houses as long as the sensors embedded in the house
can detect the same kinds of human behavior.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed an indoor object localizing method by using active RFID
tags and simple switch sensors embedded in the environment. Our system uses 1) a pattern
recognition approach to classify the RSSIs collected from several RF readers into a particular
location, and 2) the information detected by vibration sensors and environment-embedded
sensors to improve the robustness of the method. Although position sensors used in our
previous work can detect accurate human position in the environment, we attempted to
eliminate them because of their disadvantages by combining simple switch sensors. The
results show that our method can be used to estimate the location of daily objects with
sufficient accuracy without the use of the position sensors.
One of futurework is to reduce the number of RF readers. In ourwork, we use five active RFID
readers placed at different locations so as to cover the whole environment. However, because
the unit cost of RF readers is quite expensive, we have to reduce the number of RF readers to
ease the economical burden on introducing our system without lowering the performance of
object location estimation.
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